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1. Introduction. Let A = (a,-¿) be an n X n real or complex nonsingular matrix

with an ¿¿ 0 and let b be a given column vector. If we put A = D + Q, where D

is a diagonal matrix with da = a,-¿ and Q = A — D, then one of the simplest and

oldest iterative methods for the solution of equation

(i) Ax = b

is the Jacobi or simultaneous displacements method according to which the itérants

x(m+1> are determined by

(ii) aiix/m+1) = - E ai}x/m) +bif        Utgn,    m ^ 0,
j+i

or, in matrix form, by

(iii) Dxlm+1) = -Qxlm) + b,

where x<0) is an arbitrary initial approximation to the exact solution x* of (i). If

e(m) denotes the error vector e(m) e= x(m) — x*, then from (iii) we derive

(iv) e(m+1) = Je(m) = • • • = Jm+V0),

where ./ = — D~ Q is the Jacobi iteration matrix associated with A. It is known that

the Jacobi method converges rather slowly. The standard technique of improving

its convergence is that of extrapolation or relaxation which in our case leads to the

extrapolated Jacobi or simultaneous displacement method

(v) Dx(m+1) = -{(« - 1)2) + wQ}x(m) + œb

with the extrapolated Jacobi matrix given by

(vi) Ja = -{(« - i) + «zr'Ql,

where œ is the relaxation parameter which is a real number. It is known [17] that

for an arbitrary xm the error vectors e(m+1> of these iterative methods tend to the

zero vector if and only if the Jm+1 tend to the zero matrix, or equivalently, if and

only if the spectral radius r(JJ) ( = maxiá<á„ | \i(Ja) | ) of Ja is less than unity.

However, since the evaluation of the eigenvalues of a general matrix is very com-

plicated, it is difficult to guarantee in advance that the convergence conditions will

be satisfied, and theoretical results for the Jacobi and extrapolated Jacobi methods,

in spite of their being long in existence, are available only for very special classes

of matrices. Furthermore, almost all of these results give only sufficient conditions

for convergence. Thus, if the matrix A is strictly diagonally dominant,1 von Mises
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1 For the precise definitions of various concepts used in the Introduction, see the succeed-

ing sections of this paper.
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and Geiringer [8] proved that the Jaboci method is convergent (see also Witt-

meyer [21] and Collatz [1]). Later, Geiringer [5] proved that both the Jacobi and

Gauss-Seidel methods are convergent for irreducibly diagonally dominant1 matrices

A. Similar results were obtained by Collatz [2], Weissinger [19], and others.2 If A is

symmetric and possesses the property A,1 Young [22] showed that the Jacobi method

converges if and only if A is positive definite while Stein and Rosenberg [14] proved

its convergence in the case in which A is a real symmetric positive definite matrix

with nonpositive off-diagonal entries. Only recently3 Householder [6] (see also

Gavrilov [4], Wegner [18], and Newman [9]) showed that if A = I + Q is sym-

metric then (iii) converges if and only if (2 + Q) and (I — Q) are positive definite.

Furthermore, Ostrowski [10], using a very complicated finite matrix theory, was

able to derive both necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of (iii)

for the class of the so-called real 22-matrices A as well as other important results

concerning free steering methods, variable parameter w, etc. An analogue to the ex-

trapolated method was investigated by Keller [7].

The purpose of this article is first to characterize and establish various proper-

ties of a class of ^-symmetric and K-positive definite matrices 3C„ and then by sim-

ple arguments to derive both the necessary and sufficient conditions for the con-

vergence of the generalized extrapolated Jacobi method for A in 3C„ of which the or-

dinary and extrapolated Jacobi methods become just special cases. Afterwards, we

establish the connection between the conditions of the above authors and ours for

the matrices of class 3C„ and investigate the problem of determining the optimum

parameter w of the extrapolated process. In contradistinction to the procedures

used by the above authors which essentially are restricted to matrices of finite

order our procedures appear to be free of this restriction. Accordingly, the last sec-

tion of the article deals with the extension of the results to operator equations in

Hilbert space.

Let us point out that though the results derived in this article are mostly theo-

retical in nature, it is hoped that they will also prove to be of practical interest.

We shall consider this aspect of the above results as well as other applications

elsewhere.

2. 2i-symmetric and K-positive definite matrices. Let Xn be a real or complex

n-dimensional linear vector space with inner product and norm defined by

(1) x*y s (x, y),        || x || = (x, x)1'2,

where x* = (xi, • • • , x») is the adjoint of the column vector x.

Definition 1. An n X n real or complex matrix A — (a¿>) will be called K-sym-

metric if there is at least one n X n Hermitian and positive definite matrix K such

2 For the extensive treatment of various other contributions of these and other authors

(especially the earlier ones) to the investigation of these and related iterative methods see the

excellent monographs by Varga [17] and by Forsythe and Wasow [3].

3 The author is grateful to the referee for various suggestions concerning this paper and

particularly for calling his attention to some of the papers on this subject.

4 For the properties of bounded and unbounded K-p.d. operators in Hilbert space H see

Petryshyn [12], [13].
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that for all x and y in Xn

(2) (Ax, Ky) = {Kx, Ay)

and K-positive definite (K-p.d.) if for all x ^ 0 in Xn

(3) (Ax, Kx) > 0.

It is easy to show that (2) is equivalent to the condition

(2o) KA = A*K

while (3) is equivalent to the requirement that KA be positive definite, written

(3o) KA > 0.

The class of all real or complex n X n matrices A which have properties (2) and

(3) will be denoted by 3C„ . The following theorem gives a convenient characteriza-

tion of Xn ■

Theorem 1. The following statements characterizing A in 3C„ are equivalent:

(a) A is K-symmelric and K-p.d.

( b) A has positive real eigenvalues and a complete set of corresponding eigenvectors.

(c) A is weakly positive in the sense of Wigner [20].

(d) A can be written in the form A = 22i222, where H\ and H2 are two Hermitian

and positive definite matrices.

Proof. We shall prove Theorem 1 by showing that

(a) =* (b) => (c) =» (d) => (a).

(a) => (b): Let A be K-symmetric and 2i-p.d. Then, by Definition 1, there

exists a Hermitian positive definite matrix K such that T = KA is Hermitian and

positive definite. Hence A = K~ T and therefore, as is known, has the properties

of (b).
(b) => (c) : Let A have positive eigenvalues and a complete set of corresponding

eigenvectors. Then A is similar to a diagonal matrix D, i.e., there exists a nonsingu-

lar matrix W and a diagonal matrix D whose diagonal elements are the positive

eigenvalues of A which satisfy A = WDW~ . Hence A is weakly positive in the sense

of Wigner [20].

(c) => (d): Let A be weakly positive. Then there is a nonsingular matrix W

and a positive diagonal matrix D such that A = WDW~l. If we define 22i and H2

by 2/j = WW* and 222 = (IF*)"' DW~\ then it is easy to verify that Hx and H2

are Hermitian and positive definite and that A = HiH2.

(d) => (a) : Assuming A to be of the form A = 221222 with 22i and H2 Hermitian

and positive definite we see that when we let K = 22i-1, then KA = A*K and

KA = H2 > 0. Hence, by Definition 1 or its equivalent, A is 2t'-symmetric and

2£-p.d. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Remark 1. Let us observe that when the matrices A and B belong to X„ then

in general their sum A + B does not necessarily belong to 3C„ . For example, it is

easy to verify that the 2X2 matrices

(Ex)
*     T11   il       a    T11   81
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belong to JC2 while their sum

^ = [2s2 !]

does not. Of course, a sufficient condition for the matrix a A + bB to belong to 3Cn ,

whenever A and B belong to 3Zn and a > 0 and 6 > 0, is that there is at least one

common K with respect to which both A and B are ^-symmetric and 2í-p.d. That

this is not a necessary condition we see from the following example : The matrices

aw A,= [l »].    a.-[1 2]
belong to 3C2 but there does not exist a common K with respect to which both At

and Ai would be 2i-symmetric and 2í-p.d. For if there were such a K, say,

K = [au    ai2~\

Lfli2    a22j

with an > 0, a22 > 0, and ana22 — ai2 > 0, then it would have to satisfy the con-

! ditions (2o) and (30) which in our case reduce to the requirement that

3on — 2<i22 = 2dn — 3d22 .

The latter implies that an =  —a22. This is, however, impossible if K is to be a

positive definite matrix. Nevertheless, the sum

16    5
5     2

Ai + At =

does belong to X2 with K = 2, where 2 is the 2X2 identity matrix.

Remark 2. Let us also note that when A belongs to 3C„ then A-1 exists and be-

longs to 3d . This follows from Theorem 1(b).

For later use we shall need the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let N and M ben X» real or complex matrices which are K-symmetric

and let N be also K-p.d. Then the eivenvalues of

(a) Mu = \Nu

are real, the eigenvectors u¿ and u¡ corresponding to distinct eigenvalues X¿ and X, are

orthogonal in the sense that

iß) (Nui, Kuf) = 0,

and the set of eigenvectors {ui} corresponding to the eigenvalues {X¿¡ of (a) is complete in

Xn.

Proof. The proof of Lemma 1 can be carried out directly or by means of the

following device. Evidently, the eigenvalue problem (a) is equivalent to the prob-

lem

(a0) Tu = Xu,

where T = N~lM. If now in Xn we introduce the new inner produc . and the cor-

responding equivalent norm by

(y) [x,y\ = (Nx,Ky),        |x| = [x, x]1/2,       x, y 6 X„,
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then it is easy to show that relative to the inner product (7) the matrix T is Her-

mitian. Consequently, by the known results for Hermitian matrices, the eigenvalues

of T are real, the eigenvectors w,- and u¡ corresponding to two distinct eigenvalues

X¿ and X> are orthogonal in the (7)-metric, and the set of eigenvectors {m,} corre-

sponding to the eigenvalues {X,} is complete in the (7)-norm and hence, in view of

norm equivalence, in the AVnorm. These are precisely the assertions of Lemma 1.

3. The Generalized Extrapolated Jacobi Method. Consider the problem of

solving the matrix equation

(4) Ax = b,

where b is a given column vector and A is a nonsingular n X n real or complex

matrix of the form

(5) A = D + Q

in which D is a 2£-symmetric and 2i-p.d. matrix and Q is 2i-symmetric. Let x0 be

an arbitrary initial approximation to the solution x* of (4) and let w be a real

parameter. In analogy to (v) We determine the succeeding itérants xi, x2, • • • ,

Zn+i, ■ • • , by

(6) Dxn+i = -{(» - 1)2) + wQ}xn + wb

which we shall call the generalized extrapolated Jacobi method. Observe that D is not

assumed to be a diagonal matrix. Evidently, the ordinary Jacobi and extrapolated

Jacobi method, as well as other methods, are special cases of (6) for special choices

of D, Q, and oi. The corresponding iteration matrix Ju is given by

(7) Ju^ -{(«- i) +ü>2r1Q¡

and is called the generalized extrapolated Jacobi matrix.

Theorem 2. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of the

generalized extrapolated Jacobi method (6) is that both matrices A — D + Q and

Gu = ((2 — io)/w)D — Q {or —A and —Gw) be K-p.d.for some nonempty set ti {or

ti ) of œ.
Proof. {Sufficiency) : Let us define the matrix P„ by Pw = — {(o> — 1)2) + o>Q\

and observe that, in view of the 2£-symmetry of D and Q, Ga and Pa are also K-

symmetric. Furthermore, this and the definitions of Gu and Pu imply that for every

vector z in Xn we have the identity

(8) u(Gjs, Kz) (Az, Kz) = (Dz, Kz)2 - (Pwz, Kz)2.

To see this note that, in view of (5) and the definition of Gw and Pa , we have

œ(Gwz, Kz) (Az, Kz) = ([(2 - U)D - uQ]z, Kz) ([aD + uQ\z, Kz)

= ([£>- Pa]z, Kz) ([D + Pu]z, Kz)

from which (8) follows. Assume now that A and G„ (or —A and —G„) are both

2i-p.d. for u € ti (or Í20) and let X„ = X(w) be an arbitrary eigenvalue of Ju and u

its corresponding eigenvector. Then Jwu = X„w or, in view of (7) and the definition

of Pu , PwU = \wDu. Since D is fc-symmetric and 2i-p.d. and Pa is 2t"-symmetric,

Lemma 1 implies that X„ is real. Hence (Pwu, Ku)2 — \J(Du, Ku)2 and, by (8),

(9) «2(GU, Ku) (Au, Ku) = (Du, Ku)2[l - \J].
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Since, by assumption, A and Ga (or —A and —Gu) are both K-p.d., (9) implies

that | Xw | < 1. Consequently, the method (6) converges.

(Necessity) : Let us first note that in virtue of the properties of D and Pj,

Lemma 1 implies that all the eigenvalues X,-(w) of Ja are real and the corresponding

set of eigenvectors ju¡} forms a complete set in X„ which we can assume to be

orthogonal in the sense that whenever i j¿ j

(10) {Dui,Kuj) = 0.

Let z be an arbitrary vector in X„ . Then there are scalars a,- such that

n

Z   =    2 aiUi
1=1

and, in view of (10),

(11) (Dz, Kz) = ¿| m \2(DUi, Ku/).
i=i

Similarly, since Pwu¡ = X¿2)m¿ ,
j

n

(12) (P„z, Kz) = Ea.I «.- \\Dui, Km).
»=i

If we define

(13) X(w) = Xw s   max  | X¿(«) |,
laián

then from (12) and (11) we see that for every z in Xn

n

| (Paz, Kz) | ^ X(co) £ I «i l*(^«i > Km) = \{a){Dz, Kz).
i-l

This inequality and the identity (8) show that for every z in Xn

<J(G„z,Kz)(Az,Kz) ^ (Dz,Kz)2[l - X(»)].

Assuming now that X(w) < 1, the last inequality shows that A and (?„ (or —4 and

— Gu) are both 2i-p.d.; this completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Determination of the Sets ti and ti . Let {p.i},i = 1,2, • • • , n, be the set of eigen-

values of Ji = —D~XQ, and let {í>¿) he the corresponding set of eigenvectors. Then

Qví = — uiDvi and for any vector z in Xn

n

(14) (Az, Kz) = X (1 - w) I «• |2(^<-. Kvt)
t-i

and

(15) (G. «, 2fz) = ¿ (^-^ + M<) | a, \\DVi , Kvi).

Since D is 2C-p.d., (14) and (15) imply that A and G„ are 2£-p.d. if and only if

(16) 1 - m > 0,        ?^^+m¿>0, i = 1,2, ••• ,n,
(0
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respectively. Furthermore, in view of the fact that A, Ga , and D are K-p.d. and

(Az,Kz) + (Guz,Kz) = 2(Dz, Kz)/u>, w must be positive and hence, by (16), must

lie in the set ti determined by

(17) 0 < co < —2— ,
1   —   Urn

where um is the algebraically smallest eigenvalue of Ji = — D~lQ.

On the other hand, if D is K-p.d., then —A and —G„ are 2i-p.d. if and only if

(18) 1 - m < 0, —Z_í?+íl<<0, ¿=1,2, ■■■ ,n,
CO

respectively. By similar reasoning we find that in this case co must be negative and,

by (18), must lie in the set ti determined by

o
(19) —=— < co < 0,

í — Pm

where pM is the algebraically largest eigenvalue of J\ .

Remark 3. Let us remark that Theorem 2 remains valid if instead of D we as-

sume that —D is 2i-p.d. As above, we again have to distinguish two cases. In the

first case —A and —Ga are 2í-p.d. if and only if ¡a < 1 and 0 < co < 2/(1 — pm)

while in the second case A and Gw are 2t"-p.d. if and only if

2
1 < m   and    —-r < co < 0.

(1  — Mm)

Corollary 1. The generalized Jacobi method (co = 1) :

(20) DXn+l =  -Qxn + b

converges if and only if A = D + Q and Gi = 2) — Q are K-p.d.
Special Cases. Let us observe that by specializing D, Q, and co we get from (6)

and (20) different iterative procedures. Of course, in each case, D and Q have to

satisfy the above conditions. In particular, if a¿¡ > 0 for all i and D is chosen to be

the diagonal matrix with da = a¿¿ which is K-symmetric, then (20) and (6) reduce

to the ordinary Jacobi and extrapolated Jacobi methods, respectively. We shall not

dwell here on other procedures. However, we will mention One important special

case.

Corollary 2. (a) If A is Hermitian with a,, > 0 and D is a diagonal matrix

with da = an , then the extrapolated Jacobi method converges if and only if

A = D + Q > 0   and   G„ = tzJi D - Q > 0
CO

or A < 0 and Ga < 0.

(b) In particular, Jacobi method converges if and only if the matrices A = D + Q

and Gi = D — Q are both positive definite.

Let us note that Corollary 2(b) was proved by Householder [6] for the case

D = 2. In [4] Gavrilov derived equivalent necessary and sufficient conditions for

the validity of Corollary 2(b).

Example. To exhibit our simple necessary and sufficient conditions for the con-
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vergence of ordinary Jacobi method consider the following example of a symmetric

matrix .4 o discussed by Forsythe and Wasow [3]:

(E.) Ao =

I a a

ala

aal

where a is a real number. Using the fact that A 0 > 0 if and only if its frincipal

minors are positive, it is readily verified that Ao > 0 when — § < o < 1; however,

the Jacobi method converges only if — J < a < \ since, as was observed in [3],

Xi = —2a and X2 = X3 = a, being the eigenvalues of the Jacobi iteration matrix

J, are in absolute value less than unity only for — § < a < §.

If in addition to Ao > 0 we demand, in accordance with Corollary 2, that

Gi = D — Q > 0, then it is easy to verify that Gi > 0 when — 1 < a < §. Thus,

Ao > 0 and Gi > 0 together if and only if — J < a < §. This verifies the condition

on a obtained in [3] by explicitly computing the eigenvalues of J.

Remark 4. It should be remarked that Theorem 2 is essentially a special case

of a more general Theorem A proved by the author [11] for operators in Hubert

space which for the space Xn can be formulated as follows :

Theorem A. Let D be a real or complex n X n K-symmetric matrix and let A be

the matrix of the form A = D -\- S -\- Q. If S denotes the adjoint of S and ti the set

of real numbers co > 0 such that the matrices D, S, and Q have the properties that

(D + oiS) is nonsingular and G(co) = ((2 — co)/co)2) + S* — Q is K-symmetric

and K-p.d.for co in ti, then the sequence {x„+i} determined by the go-method,

(j) (D + coS)xn+1 = -{(co - l)D + œQxn\ +co6

converges to the solution x  of Ax = bif and only if A is K-p.d.

A closer examination reveals that the identities (9) and (10) derived in [11],

on which Theorem A is based, remain valid when S = 0. Thus, in this case the

go-method (j) reduces to the generalized extrapolated method (6) and Theorem

A reduces to a theorem analogous to Theorem 2. However, it was to avoid the use

of these identities, whose proof is rather involved and complicated, that for the

matrices of class 3C„ we presented here a simple proof of Theorem 2.

4. Connection Between Our and Other Conditions for A £ 3C„ .

(A) Strictly or Irreducibly Diagonally Dominant Matrices. Let us recall [17] that

the matrix A is called diagonally dominant if

(21) | au |è E I <*« I
¡Ti

for all i, strictly diagonally dominant if ">" holds in (21) for all i, and irreducibly

diagonally dominant if A is irreducible and ">" holds in (21) for at least one i,

where we say that A is irreducible if by no interchange of rows and of corresponding

columns is it possible to reduce A to the form

[~¿ll       Al2~|

L 0      A22]
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in which Au and A22 are square submatrices or, equivalently, if there does not exist

a permutation matrix P such that the matrix PAP~X has the above form. The ex-

ample (E3) for a in the interval — \ < a < § suggests that the strict diagonal

dominance of Ao implies our conditions: A > 0 and Gi > 0. In fact, Theorem 3 be-

low shows that this is the case for a general strictly or irreducibly diagonally domi-

nant K-symmetric matrix A.

Theorem 3. 2/ A is K-symmetric and strictly or irreducibly diagonally dominant

with real positive diagonal elements and D is the diagonal matrix with da = o« which

is also K-symmetric, then A = D + Q and Gi = D — Q are both K-p.d.

Proof. Let us first note that the K-symmetry of A and D implies the 2i-sym-

metry of Gi. Furthermore, if A = D + Q is strictly or irreducibly diagonally domi-

nant, then

r,- = El aa I = a"

and, consequently, Gi = D — Q is also strictly or irreducibly diagonally dominant.

Hence Gershgorin's principle and irreducibility imply that both A and Gi are non-

singular [15]. Since an > 0, the( union of the disks | z — o« | ^ r< contains only

points in the complex plane z having their real parts positive. Hence, all the eigen-

values of A and of Gi have positive real parts since, by Gershgorin's principle, they

must lie in the union of these disks. But, being real, they are therefore positive.

Finally, Theorem 1 implies that both A and Gi are 2i"-p.d.

Incidentally, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3 we obtain the following

generalization of the known result for Hermitian matrices [17].

Corollary 3. If A = (an) is a K-symmetric strictly or irreducibly diagonally

dominant matrix with positive real diagonal elements an , then A is K-p.d.

(B) Two-Cyclic Matrices. Another sufficient condition for the convergence of

the Jacobi method was derived by Young [22] for real symmetric and positive defi-

nite matrices A with the so-called "property A." In general we say that a given

n X n matrix A = (an) has property A or equivalently is cyclic of order 2 [17] if

there exists an n X n permutation matrix P such that

(22)     1 = PAPT =
Dn       -Qn

— Qn      D22

Dn      0 '
0      D22

+
0

-Q21
-Qn~]
0    J'

where Du and 2>22 are square diagonal matrices of order p and r = n — p, respec-

tively. Let us note that P permutes the diagonal elements of A among themselves.

Observe that if A is 2í-symmetric and we define a new Hermitian and positive defi-

nite matrix K by

(23) K = PKPT =
Ku    2£\21

Ku    K22j '

where the partition of K corresponds to that of Ä, then it is not hard to verify

that Ä is 2?-symmetric if and only if A is 2C-symmetric and A is K-p.d. if and only

if A is 2í-p.d. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that A is of the

form (22), i.e., that A is a 2-cyclic matrix, and take K to be in the corresponding

partitioned form (23). Furthermore, to simplify the discussion, we shall assume
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that K is of the form

and that the matrix

•

is 2i-symmetric. Under these conditions the following theorem establishes the con-

nection between our conditions and those of Young [22] for the matrices of class

Theorem 4. If A is 2-cyclic and K-symmetric, where K is of the form (24), then

A = D + Q is K-p.d. if and only if G = D — Q is K-p.d., where

Q = \   0        -Qi21W      L-Qn        0   J

Proof. Let us first observe that our conditions on A and D imply that G is K-

' symmetric. Let u be any vector in Xn and, corresponding to the partition of A,

let u be partitioned into its p- and r-dimensional components U\ and w2, respec-

tively, so that

|_mJ *
A simple calculation shows that the quadratic form (Gu, Ku) is given by

(26) (Gu, Ku) = (Dm, Ku) + (Q12u2, Kuui) + (Q21Mi , #««,).

Consider the matrix

(27) E [. -J '
where 2i and 22 are the p- and r-dimensional identities, respectively, and then

consider the transformation of variables

«)       -[:;Ho -J[¿H-J-
It is not hard to see that the quadratic form (Am', 2í~m') is given by

(29) (Am', Ku') = {Du, Ku) + (Qi2m2 , KnUi) + (Q¿tii, 2í*22m2).

Since E is a nonsingular matrix the identities (26) and (29) imply the validity of

Theorem 4.
Corollary 4. If A is 2-cyclic and symmetric, then A = D + Qis positive definite

if and only if G = D — Q is positive definite.
(C) Real M-Matrices. Following the notation of Varga [17] we shall say that

a real n X n matrix A = (an) with at; ^ 0 for all i ?* j is an M-matrix if A is

nonsingular and A-1 > 0, where " > " means that all the entries r„ of A- are

non-negative real numbers. The following theorem establishes for A in 3C„ the
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relationship between our conditions and those of an M-matrix and exhibits also a

loose connection with some of the results of Stein and Rosenberg [14].

Theorem 5. Let A = (an) be a real K-symmetric matrix with an ^ 0 for all

i 9a j and such that the diagonal matrix D with dn = an is also K-symmetric. Then A

is an M-matrix if and only if A = D + Q and G = D — Q are both K-p.d.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 5 is essentially based on Corollary 1 above and

Theorem 3.10 in [17] according to which A is an M-matrix if and only if the diag-

onal entries of A are positive real numbers and J = — D~lQ is a convergent matrix

with non-negative entries (i.e., J > 0 and «2 converges to zero matrix when

A; —* oo ).

To prove Theorem 5 let us first observe that, by virtue of our conditions on

A and D, G is also 2i-symmetric.

If we assume now that A is an M-matrix, then by Theorem 3.10 [17] the diagonal

entries of A are real positive numbers and the Jacobi matrix J = — 2)_1Q is a con-

vergent matrix with non-negative entries. Hence, by Corollary 1, both A and G

are K-p.d.

To prove the converse, suppose that A and G are 2i-p.d. Then it follows that

D is K-p.d. and, by assumption, also K-symmetric. Hence D is nonsingular and

belongs to the class 3C„ . Consequently, by Theorem 1, the eigenvalues X» of D are

positive real numbers. Since D is a diagonal matrix, X, = da = a,¿ > 0. Thus, the

entries of the Jacobi matrix J = —D_1Q are non-negative and, by Corollary 1,

«2 is convergent. Consequently, by Theorem 3.10 [17], A is an M-matrix.

Let us note that if in Theorem 5 we have D = I, then J = — Q is the Jacobi

matrix with non-negative real entries considered by Stein and Rosenberg [14]. If

G s denotes the Gauss-Seidel matrix (2 — L)~lU, where L and U are, respectively,

the strictly lower and strictly upper triangular matrices such that L + U = J,

then by Stein-Rosenberg Theorem the matrices J and Gs are either both convergent

or both divergent. Thus, combining this result with Theorem 5 we have the corol-

lary:

Corollary 5. Let A = (an) be a real K-symmetric matrix with an ^ 0 for all

i t¿ j and an = 1 for all i. Then the following three statements are equivalent :

(a) G s is convergent,

(b) A = 2 + QandG = 2 - Q are K-p.d.,
(c) A is an M-matrix.

Remark 5. Let us recall that if, in addition, A is symmetric (i.e., K = I), and

positive definite, then it is called [17] a Stieltjes matrix and for such matrices

Theorem 5 yields

Corollary 6. If A is a Stieltjes matrix, then G = D — Q is positive definite

and, consequently, the Jacobi method converges.

(D) Example. Consider the following simple example of 3 X 3 real symmetric

matrix.

(E4) A6 =

1     a    ß

ala

ß    a     1

1 0 o
0 1 o
0    0     1

+

0 a ß

a 0 a

ß     a    Oj

which, for a certain range of values of a and ß, is neither strictly nor irreducibly
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diagonally dominant, nor 2-cyclic nor an M-matrix, but for which the associated

Jacobi matrix

(30) / = -D~XQ =
0 -a -ß

— a 0 —a

-ß    -a      0

is convergent. Using again the fact that a symmetric matrix is positive definite if

and only if its principal minors are positive, it is easy to verify that At and

(31) G6 =

1    0    0
0    1    0

0    a    ß

a    0    a

^?<a<^?? 2«2-l <0<l-2a2.

.0     0     1J      Iß    a    0J

are simultaneously positive definite if and only if a and ß are such that

(32)

Consequently, by Corollary 1, for any a and ß satisfying (32) the Jacobi method

converges.

Observe that we would have come to the same conclusion had we computed or

estimated the eigenvalues of J, i.e., the roots of the characteristic equation

p(\) = X3 - (2a2 + ß2) + 2a2ß = 0.

In fact, it is not hard to show that the roots of p(\) = 0 are in absolute value less

than 1 if a and ß are such that for all X ^ 1

(33). X3 - (2a2 + ß2) - 2a2 | ß | > 0.

Solving the inequality (33) we find that it holds precisely, for a and ß satisfy condi-

tions (32). Thus, Corollary 1 is numerically verified for this particular example.

5. The Best Iteration Process. In this section we consider the problem of de-

termining the value of co which gives the best convergence of the generalized extrap-

olated Jacobi method (6). We know that if e„ denotes the error vector x„ — x*,

then from (6) we obtain

(34) en+i = Jn+1

where e0 is the initial error, and

(35) ||en+1|| è || /„ || ■

e0 ;

|»+1

Therefore, the smaller the norm || Ja || of the matrix Ju the faster the process (6)

converges. Hence, our problem is to determine the value of co in ti for which || Ju ||

is smallest.

Observe that if, in analogy to (7), we define in Xn the new metric by

(36) [x, y] = (Dx, Ky),    | x | = [x, x]1/2,       x, y £ Xn ,

then relative to (36), the matrices /„ and J\ are Hermitian and for any x in Xn

(37) (1   -   CO   +   CO/1«)    I X  I2   ̂     [JUX, X]    <    (1   -   CO   +   COMAf)   I  X  I2.
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Consequently,

(38) E(w) = |i Jm || = max {| 1 - co + coMm |, | 1 - co + o>pM \\.

Thus our problem is to find this value cö £ ti at which the function 2?(co), which

can be written in the form

E(u>)  = i{| 1 — co + oißm | + | 1 — co + co/i* I ufe*   . ,,,»,..-,

(39)
+   |  |   1   —   CO  +  CO/im |   —   |  1   —   CO  +  COM AT ||),

attains its minimum.

The representation (39) implies that for co in 0 < co < 1/(1 — ¡tm) the function

K(co) is given by

E(ü¡)  = \{2 — 2co + (nm + ßM)w + |(/im — Hm)o> \\
(40)

=  (ßM - l)co + 1 = Ei{u).

Similarly for co > 1/(1 — ßM) (> 1/(1 — /*m)) we obtain

E{u)   =   M2C0   -   2   -   (Mm +  M«)C0  +\(ßM  -   Mm)cO |}
(41)

=    (1   —   Mm)cO   —   1   =   2?2(co)

and for co such that 1/(1 — ßm) g co g 1/(1 — m«) the function E(u) becomes

K(co)   =   |{2(Mm —   Ma/)co +   I 2C0 —   2 —   (ßm +  ßu)u \\

(42)

where

(43)

(mm —  l)co +  1    if- | w¿ t).
1   —  Mm

(1   —   Mm)cO   —1       if O   ̂    CO   ̂    - )
MM

2   —   (Mm  +  ßll)

Thus we see from (40)-(43) that in the interval (0, co] the function E(w) is given

by the monotonically decreasing function Ki(co) while in the interval (a, » ) it is

given by the monotonically increasing function 2?2(co), i.e.,

ÍKi(co) = (ßM - l)co+ 1    for0<co^a,
(44) K(co) =

[E2(o¡) = (1 — /¿^co — 1    for co ̂  a.

The minimum of K(co) is attained at co = a and is given by

(45) E(a) = Ei(w) = E2(a)
2  —   (ßm  +  ßlt)

For symmetric matrices relations (43) and (45) were derived in a slightly different

way in [3], [7] and other papers.

Proceeding in a similar way we find that when —A and — Gw are K-p.d. then

the value co £ ti which minimizes the norm E (co) = || /„ || of the corresponding
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operator Jw is this point co° £ ti° at which the function

Ki°(co) = (Mm - l)co + 1    for a0 g co < 0,

E2 (co) = (1 — ma/)co — 1    for co ^ a0,
(46) K°(co)  =

where

(47)
2   —   (ßm  +  ßM)

Thus we see from (46) that 2?°(co) = || «2„ || attains its minimum at a0 given by

0
a  =

(48) K°(a) = KiV) = K2°(a°) =       »»-»»   ..
¿   —   {ßm  +   ßM)

The relations (44) and (46) show that 2?(co) and 2?°(co) are represented graphically

by Figures E and E , respectively.

E%»)f

-i—i-

H-m H-M

Fig. Ee Fig.   E

Remark 6. Let us remark that if, as is standard for matrices of finite order (see

for example [7]), the rate of convergence R of the process (6) is defined by

(49) 2?(co) = —log (X(co)),       X(co) s   max  |X¡(co)| < 1,
láiín

then it is known that the number of iterations necessary to reduce the initial error

e0 by a given factor is inversely proportional to R. Hence our problem in this case

is to find an co at which 22(co) assumes its maximum. Since R = log (l/X(co)) we

see that the convergence is best for this value of co* for which X(co*) = min„ X(co).

It is interesting to observe that in our case we find, by simple manipulation, that

co* = a, where a is given by (43), and

2?(co*) = || J(a) || = min K(co) =       "*~J"    s .
«ÉÍ1 ¿   —   (ßm  +  ßM)

We prefer, however, our approach to the problem of finding the best parameter

since it is directly extendable to the iterative processes for solving linear operator

equations in infinite-dimensional Hubert spaces.

6. Skew-K-Symmetric Matrices. In analogy to (20) we say that a real or complex

matrix B = (bn) is skew-K-symmetric if there exists at least one Hermitian and
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positive definite matrix K such that

(50) KB + B*K = 0.

Let us remark that if we define B = iB, where i

and

(51) KB - B*K = i(KB + B*K)

from which it follows that B is skew-K-symmetric if and only if Ë is K-symmetric.

This and Theorem 1 yield the validity of the following

Lemma 2. B is skew-K-symmetric if and only if the eigenvalues of B are pure

imaginary and the set of corresponding eigenvectors of B span the space Xn .

If we now consider the problem of solving iteratively, by the generalized Jacobi

method (20), the equation

(52) Ax = b,       A = D + Q,

where A is a nonsingular real or complex matrix for which D is K-symmetric and

K-p.d. and Q is skew-K-symmetric, then the following theorem which is an analogue

to Corollary 1 justifies the applicability of (20) to the solution of (52).

Theorem 6. If D is K-symmetric and K-p.d., Q is skew-K-symmetric, and A =

D + Q nonsingular, then the generalized Jacobi method (20) converges if and only if

the matrices A = D + iQ and G = D — iQ are both K-p.d.

Proof. Theorem 6 follows immediately from Corollary 1 and the above remark.

In fact, A = D + iQ and G = D — iQ are both K-symmetric and consequently,

by Corollary 1, the eigenvalues \(J) of J = — iD~xQ are in modulus less than 1

if and only if Ä and G are both K-p.d. Since the eigenvalues X( J) of J = — 2)_IQ

are such that | X(J)| = | X(J)|, the assertion of Theorem 6 follows.

Example. Let us apply Theorem 6 to the following simple example considered

by Stein and Rosenberg [14] : A = 2 + Q, where

10    0    0"
0    10    0
0    0    10'
0    0    0    1_

Evidently, Q is skew-K-symmetric for K = 2. It is not hard to verify that the

matrices Ä = 2 + iQ and G = 2 — iQ are both Hermitian and positive definite.

Hence, by Theorem 6, the ordinary Jacobi method converges, thus verifying the

assertion by Stein and Rosenberg.

7. Extension to Linear Operator Equations in Hubert Space. Let 22 be a real

or complex Hilbert space with inner product ( , ) and norm || | = ( , )1/2. A

bounded linear operator A defined on all of H will be called K-symmetric if there

exists a bounded linear Hermitian and positive definite operator K such that

(53) (Ax, Ky) = (Kx, Ay),       x, y £ H,

and K-p.d. if for some constant a > 0 and all x £ H

(54) (Ax, Kx) è a- || x ||2.

V(-l), then B* = -iB*

(E6) Q =
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It is known [13] that if A is K-p.d., then A-1 exists and is a bounded linear operator

defined on its range R(A) = H.

Let us point out that most of the results obtained in the previous sections remain

valid in a modified form for operators A in H. In fact, the following analogues to

Theorems 1 and 2 are true:

Theorem 7. The following statements are equivalent.

(a) A is K-symmetric and K-p.d. ..

(b) A can be written in the form A = 22i2i2, where Hi and H2 are two Hwmitian

and positive definite operators. m

(c) A is weakly positive in the sense of Wigner, i.e., A can be expressed in the

form A = WDW~l, where D is positive definite and W and W~~l are bounded and

defined on all of H.
Proof, (a) => (b). Since (53) holds for all x and y in H and the operators A and

K are bounded, it follows that KA = A*K, i.e., A*K is Hermitian. Moreover, by

(54), A*K is also positive definite. Hence A = HJI2, where 22i = K-1 and H2 =

A*K.
(b) => (c). This case was shown by Wigner [20]. In fact, if A = HJI2, where

Hi and H2 are Hermitian and positive definite, then H2 has the Hermitian

and positive definite square root H212. Hence, if we define W = Hf112 and D =

H2l2HiH2112, then D is Hermitian and positive definite and A = WDW-1.

(c) => (a). Let A = WDW~l, where D is Hermitian and positive definite and

W and W1 are defined on all of H. Then, since (IF-1)* = (IF*)-1, the operator

(W*)~lW~1 is Hermitian and positive definite and, as is easily verified, KA =

A*K and KA is positive definite, i.e., A is K-symmetric and K-p.d.

Let us remark that, in analogy to Remark 2, it is easy to see that if A is K-sym-

metrio and K-p.d., then so is A-1.

Before stating a weaker version of Theorem 2 let us recall that a scalar X is said

to belong to the resolvent set p(A) of A if X is such that the range 22(X — A) = H

and (X — A) has a continuous inverse. The set p(A) is an open set in the X-plane

and all X not in p(A) comprise the closed set o (A) called the spectrum of A. It is

known [16] that when A is also Hermitian and the real numbers m(A) and M (A)

are defined by

(56) m(A) =   inf   (Ax, x),       M (A) =   sup   (Ax, x),
ll*ll-i 11=1 i—i

then the set o-(A) is contained in the closed interval [m(A), M (A)], the endpoints

m(A) and M (A) actually belong to a (A), and

(57) || A || = max || m(A) |, | M(A) |J.

In solving the functional equation

(58) Ax = b,

where b is a given element in H and A is a linear bounded operator in H of the form

(59) A = D + Q,

where D is K-symmetric and K-p.d., and Q is K-symmetric, then in analogy to (6)

we start with an arbitrary element x0 in H and determine the succeeding itérants
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xi, x2, • • • , xn+i, • • • by

(60) Dxn+i = -{(co - 1)2) + coQ]x„ + wb,

or equivalently by

(61) xn+i = JuXn + g,

where g = co2)-16 and

(62) Ja s (1 _ co)2) - co2)-1Q.

Let us introduce a new metric in H by means of

(63) [x, y] = (Dx, Ky),    \ x | = [x, x]m,       x, y £ H,

and denote 22 with this new metric by H0. In view of the fact that D is K-symmetric

and K-p.d., the new metric (63) is well defined, the new norm | x | is equivalent

to the old || x || , and, considered in Ho, the operators Ji = —D~*Q and Jw =

(1 — co)2 + coJi are Hermitian. Let m and M be two real numbers such that for

all x in H

(64) m(Dx,Kx) g (-Qx, Kx) ^ M(Dx,Kx),

and let tia be the set of real numbers co suchthat the operator Gw = ((2 — co)/co)D —

Q is K-p.d. for each fixed co in tia .

Observe that from (61) it follows by induction that

n

(65) xn+i = E ¿¿g + Jun+1x0
i=0

from which we see that the sequence of approximations {x„+i} converges to the

solution x* of (58) for every bin H and any x0 in H if the series E?-o J* converges.

As is well known [16], the latter converges if the spectrum a(Ju) of /„ lies in the

interior of the unit circle which, of course, in our present case reduces to the interior

of the unit interval.

The following theorem, which as was already observed in Remark 4, is a special

case of the Theorem in [11], is the closest analogue to Theorem 2 for general oper-

ators in H.

Theorem 8. If D, Q, K, and the set ti0 satisfy the above conditions, then the spec-

trum a(Ju) lies in the interior of the unit circle if and only if the operator A is K-p.d.

To determine the optimum parameter for the process (60) let us assume that

1 — M > 0. Then, by virtue of (64), it is easy to see that A is K-p.d., the set of

ti of co determined by

(66) 0 < co <
1 — m

satisfies the conditions imposed on tia , and for such an co and all x in H

(67) (1 - co + com) | x |2 ^ [Jjc, x] ^ (1 - co + coM) | x \2.

Hence, by Theorem 8, the method (60) converges and, in view of (57) and (67),

(68) \J»\£ E(w) = max {|(1 - co + um)\, |(1 - co + coM)|}.
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Repeating the arguments of Section 5 we find that the smallest value of E(u) is

attained at

<69) " = 2-{M + m)

and is given by

-r - '** Hi

Thus the best iteration process (60) is attained for a given by (69) and the con-

vergence is at least as fast as a geometric progression with ratio

M — m
2 - (M + m) '

Special Case. If co = 1, then (60) reduces to the generalized Jacobi method for

operator equations in H.

Remark 7. As a final remark let us observe that when the extrapolated Jacobi

method (60) is written in the form

(71) Dxn+i = Dxn — cor„

or in the equivalent form

(710) xn+1 = xn — co2)-Vn ,

where rn = Ax„ — b, then condition (66) indicates the range of co for which con-

vergence of (71o) is assured and the generalized extrapolated Jacobi method written

in the form (71o) is at least formally identical with the iterative method with relative

minimal errors (3.6) investigated by the author in [12] if in (3.6) all tn are to take

the same value co and B = D~l. Let us add that B so chosen satisfies all the condi-

tions specified in [12].
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